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AutoCAD 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If AutoCAD 2004 can do it, you can do it too...
The leading CAD software has the features you need to design and redesign the world. With AutoCAD 2004’s new interface, 80-plus Express Tools for added productivity, text and quality-output enhancements, and new ways to manage drawings, even veteran users need a refresher course. AutoCAD...
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Radar System Performance Modeling, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book addresses the needs of system analysts for radar models and analysis
tools. It describes the basic principles of radar operation, how radar is configured
and used in military and civilian systems, and how to analyze and model radar at the
system level. The book presents and explains equations, computational methods,...
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Excel 2010 for Educational and Psychological Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2011

	Excel has become an important and nearly ubiquitous classroom and office resource for students and practitioners who are faced with solving statistical problems on an everyday basis. Despite this, there has yet to emerge a truly practical, “how-do-I-do-it” manual that teaches the various applications and...
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Omnipage Power!Premier Press, 2002
With substantially increased accuracy and the ability to convert both scanned documents and PDF files into editable text and images for use in computer software applications such as MS Word and Excel, OmniPage Pro 11 has become an essential tool for the digital workplace. "OmniPage Power!" is here to help you make maximum use of the...
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Developing Microsoft SharePoint Applications Using Windows AzureMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft SharePoint and Windows Azure are two sizeable platforms unto themselves.
	SharePoint is one of Microsoft’s leading server productivity platforms—a collaborative platform
	for the enterprise and the web. Windows Azure is Microsoft’s operating system in the
	cloud. Separately, they have their own strengths, market...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize...
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Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Recipes: for Designing Expert ReportsWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to design more effective and sophisticated business reports


	While most users of SQL Server Reporting Services are now comfortable designing and building simple reports, business today demands increasingly complex reporting. In this book, top Reporting Services design experts have contributed step-by-step recipes for creating...
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The Perfectionist's Handbook: Take Risks, Invite Criticism, and Make the Most of Your MistakesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A guide for getting your perfectionism to work for you


	Is perfectionism a good thing or does it get in our way? In The Perfectionist's Handbook, clinical psychologist Jeff Szymanski helps readers navigate their way out of the "perfectionism paradox": if your intentions are good (wanting to excel) and the...
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Access 2016 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Master database creation and management


	Access 2016 Bible is your, comprehensive reference to the world's most popular database management tool. With clear guidance toward everything from the basics to the advanced, this go-to reference helps you take advantage of everything Access 2016 has to offer. Whether...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An innovative introduction to chemical engineering computing
    As chemical engineering technology advances, so does the complexity of the problems that arise. The problemsthat chemical engineers and chemical engineering students face today can no longer be answered with programs written on a case-by-case basis. Introduction...
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Oracle Essbase 9 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	The hot new data analysis trends involve business intelligence and analytics. The technology that supports business intelligence and analytics better than anything else is today's multidimensional OLAP technology - and there is none better than Oracle Essbase! Although storing data in a cube and developing analytical applications leaves...
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Writing Excel Macros: Automating Excel to Work for YouO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Microsoft Excel is an enormously powerful and flexible application. Yet despite its powerful feature set, there is a great deal that Excel either does not allow you to do or does not allow you to do easily through its user interface. And in spite of Excel's reputation as the most widely used spreadsheet application, the majority...
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